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A Content Interchange Package
• PRESTA –  PREMIS Requirements Statement
• APSR Project
• National Library of Australia (lead)
• List of preservation metadata elements
• Supported file formats
• Tools for automated metadata collection
• Gap reports for ANU and UQ
• Preservation event use cases
• Profile for exchanging metadata
• Final Report: http://www.apsr.edu.au/publications/presta/
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Repository Interoperability
• Common DIP/SIP specification
• Crucial for object sustainability
• What happens when you need to change your 
repository software
• What happens when the custodian of a set of objects 
changes
• How to support replication, share or exchange objects 
across repository platforms
• Repositories cannot support an ingest module for 
every possible source, or dissemination module for 
every target
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Demo: DSpace to Fedora
• From DSpace Servlet clicking 
“ Disseminate”  creates an NLA METS 
package for the master image and its 
metadata only
• NLA METS transformed into a Fedora 
METS package
• Fedora ingests Fedora METS and 
generates derivatives
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Demo: DSpace Servlet for Demo
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Demo: DSpace Object to Disseminate
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Demo: DSpace Object in Fedora
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Demo: Fedora to DSpace
• Fedora exports an object (plus derivatives and all 
metadata) in Fedora METS which is transformed into 
NLA METS
• From the DSpace Servlet clicking “ Ingest”   ingests the 
NLA METS package into DSpace
• DC is mapped to DSpace DC, other metadata is kept 
in bitstreams with MDTYPE as the bitstream 
description
• Derivatives are assigned to appropriate DSpace 
bundles
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Demo: Fedora Object to Disseminate
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Demo: Fedora Object in DSpace
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Demo: Fedora Metadata as Bitstreams
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NLA METS SIP/DIP
• Importance of an open standards based interchange model 
cannot be understated
• Will allow **meaningful** exchange of repository objects
• If widely adopted could provide an exit strategy and means 
for repositories to share (federate) or exchange materials
• Can provide a specification for external parties preparing 
materials for deposit
• At a technical resource level, promotes re-usable software 
(write once, used by many)
• Challenge: Needs to be prescriptive for implementors while 
at the same time able to support a wide range of use cases
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Possible Implementations
• Direct support for NLA METS ingest and 
disseminate within repository
• Transform layer within repository 
ingest/disseminate workflow (NLA METS to 
accepted format or vice versa)
• Institutional contracts to support meaningful 
deposit/export
• Harvesting model
• JSR170 API coupled with Common Web 
Services
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APSR - 2007
• Release a version 1.0 of NLA SIP/DIP Profile
• Register METS Profile
• Define and publish a set of default content 
models
• Provide a transform/pre-ingestion framework
• Testing models and use cases with DSpace, 
Fedora and other partner repositories
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The Invisible Repository
Repositories as a back-end service
Case Study: Open Journal Systems
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What can my repository do?
• Archiving is important, repositories are important but...
• They are special-purpose software for preserving and 
facilitating access to digital objects
• They are not content management software, e-portfolios, 
business workflow tools, reporting packages, image 
cataloging tools, etc etc
• There is plenty of software out there in the real world that 
does support these activities and supports them well
• This is the software that is and should be used for these 
purposes
• We need to integrate with other key institutional software, not 
assume its role or re-invent the wheel via add-ons
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Why can’ t it do everything?
• Software packages (including repositories) will 
come and go
• Institutions, faculties, individuals all have software 
preferences (contracts, user community 
preferences)
• There are often different software packages 
supporting the same function
• Embedding non-repository functionality within a 
repository will reduce choice and increase 
maintenance and is unlikely to be best of breed
• monolithic nightmare
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Case Study: OJS
• OJS combines workflow, content 
management and publishing
• ANU has an XML conversion facility
• ANU has a repository
• Don’ t have journal workflow or content 
management so...
• OJS for workflow and content 
management
• DSpace for archiving
• Manakin/Cocoon for Publishing
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Demo
• DSpace export plugin for OJS provides DSpace 
servlet with URL
• DSpace servlet pulls OJS Native format across 
for ingestion
• DSpace OJS Packager plugin processes native 
OJS and creates a DSpace object
• Packager also creates a simple RDF journal 
manifest to maintain article order
• Manakin used to generate a published version 
of journal
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Demo (Export Issue to DSpace)
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Demo (OJS Native format)
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Demo (Journal in DSpace)
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Demo (Journal Manifest Item)
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Demo (Manakin)
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Demo (Manakin)
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APSR - 2007
• Journal content model mapped to NLA 
METS SIP/DIP
• Implement repository Ingester/Disseminator
• Develop Manakin template
• Deploy at APSR partner institutions
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The Bidwern Project
Bidwern is a word from the Bininj Gun-wok language of 
the western Arnhem Land meaning 'many fingers'. 
It refers to new technologies, tools, and so on.
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Purpose
• ARC-funded research project (2005-2006)
• Provide researchers in the field the capability 
to prepare materials for submission to an 
institutional repository
• Provide access to these materials in a useful 
form for indigenous communities, researchers 
and the general public
• Support long-term preservation of these 
materials
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Support for Researchers
• Researchers continue to use their software of 
choice, in this case FileMaker Pro
• ANU developed a script to export FileMaker 
materials (images, video, etc) to DSpace 
METS profile (a standard DSpace ingest 
format)
• The METS files are zipped up and submitted to 
the repository (e-mail, direct transfer, CD, etc)
• As soon as materials are in the repository they 
become available on-line
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FileMaker Pro METS export
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Bidwern Collections
• Manakin (the DSpace XML user interface 
layer) in conjunction with Google Earth 
and Google Maps provides a cohesive 
view of the research materials in a way 
useful to key project stakeholders
• DSpace will support the long-term 
preservation of the digital research 
objects
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Home Page
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Ecoterms (1)
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Ecoterms (2)
• Provides for browsing by ecoterm (subject)
• In accordance with a documented 
classification scheme provided by researchers
• Clicking on the Yellow Hand opens a Google 
Maps window showing the location of the 
object
• Clicking on the thumbnail will show a preview 
of the object (suitable for web access)
• Clicking on the title will show more detailed 
information about the object
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Places (1)
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Places (2)
• Google Maps used to browse by location
• Red hands indicate no items at this location 
have been lodged in the repository
• Yellow hands indicate there are one or 
more items at this location in the repository
• Requires location metadata for the objects 
to be entered
• Clicking on thumb view or hyperlink shows 
all objects available for that location
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Detailed Item View (1)
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Detailed Item View (2)
• Shows detailed metadata and a preview (for 
images) for the object
• A Manakin rendering of the DSpace View 
Item page
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Google Earth (1)
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Google Earth (2)
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Google Earth (3)
• Provides Google Earth functionality for 
navigating around the area of interest
• Red hands and yellow hands as per 
Places pages
• Requires Google Earth client to be 
installed to use
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Links
• project site: http://www.anu.edu.au/bidwern/
• demo site: http://dspace-dev.anu.edu.au/dspace-
xmlui/handle/1030.58/19507
